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Abstract
In Relativity the Newtonian notions of absolute motion, absolute time, and absolute reference frame have been
replaced with relative motion, relativistic time, and inertial reference frames in motion. Relativity is essentially
rooted in the assumed isotropy of light speed in earth centered inertial (ECI) reference frame. Under the current
procedures of satellite based time transfer, due to the assumed isotropy of light speed in ECI frame, an
e-synchronous or relativistic time gets distributed to the master clocks of Timing laboratories located all over the
globe. That is, the master clocks in all Timing Labs get e-synchronized instead of achieving absolute
synchronization. It is erroneous to compute UTC from the weighted average of relativistic time maintained by
these master clocks. The absolute synchronization mismatch between two e-synchronized clocks is given by the
relation (D.U)/c2, where D is the separation distance between the two clocks and U is the absolute velocity
vector (unknown) of the earth. This absolute synchronization offset between the master clocks at two distant
Timing Labs can be physically measured with an appropriate portable clock and such measurements can be used
to determine the unknown absolute velocity U of earth. By incorporating the absolute velocity U in the time
transfer software, we can account for the anisotropic speed of light in the ECI frame and thereby ensure the
distribution of absolute time to different clocks all over the globe. In that case it should even be possible to
achieve absolute synchronization in space clocks in deep space flights.
Keywords: relativistic, absolute, e-synchronization, time transfer, isotropic
1. Introduction
The International Atomic Time (TAI) and Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) are maintained at the International
Bureau of Weights and Measures (BIPM) using data from some two hundred atomic clocks in over seventy
national laboratories (Labs) spread over the globe. The clock comparisons that provide the data for the
calculation of TAI are mainly carried out using GPS satellites. As per BIPM (2012) report, physical realizations
of UTC(k) are maintained in national metrology institutes or Labs contributing with their clock data to the BIPM.
These Timing Labs strive their best to achieve sub-nanosecond accuracies in their UTC(k) maintained with local
clock ensembles. Yet, the UTC(k1) and UTC(k2) maintained by two different Timing Labs k1 and k2, separated
by a long baseline D (say more than 1000 km), could show a timing mismatch of hundreds of nanoseconds if
ever compared with a portable precision atomic clock. While in the last century United States Naval Observatory
(USNO) used to have an entire division that did nothing but portable clock calibrations world-wide, that division
was abolished with the advent of satellite-based time transfer methods. However, at present most experts in the
Time keeping field do not consider the physical verification of any timing mismatch between a pair of Timing
Labs as feasible. That is because they believe that the time and frequency of all clocks gets influenced by any
change in their position or velocity due to the Relativity effects. Such effects are taken for granted, since
Relativity has apparently worked so well for more than hundred years now.
In historical perspective, the earth centered Ptolemaic model accurately explained the motions of heavenly
bodies and was not seriously challenged for over 1300 years. The major strength of that model was its ability to
satisfactorily explain all observations of heavenly bodies at that time. It could finally be discarded by Johannes
Kepler and Galileo Galilei after more accurate instrumented observations contradicted the basic assumptions of
that model. Similarly, the Relativity model developed by Albert Einstein in early 20th century could accurately
explain all observations of physical phenomena that depended on light (or EM wave) signals. In major practical
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applications of the Relativity model, namely the GPS system and satellite based communication systems, the
speed of light propagation is assumed to be isotropic in the earth centered inertial (ECI) reference frame. As such
the Relativity model essentially implied a unique position for the ECI reference frame, in which the speed of
light propagation was assumed to be an isotropic constant c under vacuum conditions. The generalized form of
this assumption formed the second postulate of special theory of Relativity (SR) which effectively implies light
speed isotropy in all inertial reference frames (IRF). The ECI frame is special in the sense that it is the only
inertial reference frame, apart from Barycentric Celestial Reference Frame (BCRF), which is practically
maintained by the International Earth Rotation and Reference Systems Service (IERS). These two reference
frames, BCRF for our solar system and ECI for the earth-moon system are said to be the main IRF practically
maintained by the IERS for use in our scientific applications. All other IRF in relative uniform motion are only
hypothetical reference frames used for conducting thought experiments of SR and cannot be practically
maintained by IERS for use in any scientific application.
The notions of isotropy of light speed in ECI frame, e-synchronization of clocks, relativistic time and Lorentz
transformations constitute the SR model. On the other hand the anisotropy of light speed in ECI frame, absolute
synchronization of clocks, absolute time and Galilean transformations constitute a set of notions under the
Newtonian model of absolute space and time. In section 2 we examine the Relativity model which has survived
mainly for want of a better alternative. If the speed of light is not an isotropic constant in ECI frame then it must
be isotropic in a bigger, universal frame. However, all attempts of scientific community to establish such an
absolute or universal frame, by detecting the absolute motion of earth in that frame, have failed so far. Therefore,
all attempts to invalidate the Relativity model are, in essence, synonymous to the detection of absolute motion of
earth and thereby establishing an absolute reference frame in which the speed of light is an isotropic constant. In
section 3 we mainly distinguish between the notions of relativistic and absolute time while in section 4 we
distinguish between the absolute and e-synchronization conventions. Finally in sections 5 and 6 we examine the
UTC maintained by various Timing Labs.
2. Postulates and Implicit Assumptions of Relativity
The first postulate of SR enunciates the special “Principle of Relativity” in which it has been assumed that the
laws of physics are the same in all inertial reference frames, regardless of their state of motion. Physically, this
means that all IRF in relative uniform motion are equivalent for the description of the laws of Nature and that
there is no absolute or preferred frame of reference. The second postulate enunciates the constancy and isotropy
of the speed of light in all IRF.
2.1 Logical Flaw in Special Principle of Relativity
The special Principle of Relativity implies that all IRF in relative motion are equivalent and that no particular
IRF can be treated as a preferred frame which could be physically distinguished from other IRF. Basically, all
laws of Nature remain valid in observable universe, independent of reference frames. The laws of Nature and
characteristic interactions among material particles cannot be influenced by the arbitrarily defined coordinate
systems. However, in physics we quantify the laws of Nature, so as to represent them through certain
mathematical equations involving various dimensional physical parameters. The form of mathematical
representation of the laws of Nature can change with the change in reference frame but not the laws themselves.
It is wrong to assume any linkage or correlation between the laws of Nature and the arbitrarily defined inertial
reference frames (Sandhu, 2011b). Hence, there is a logical flaw in the principle of Relativity since it implies a
correlation between the laws of physics and the arbitrarily defined reference frames. Fundamentally the laws of
Nature and characteristic interactions among material particles and fields cannot be influenced by or depend
upon the arbitrarily defined coordinate systems. Therefore, it is wrong to infer the equivalence of all IRF on the
pretext of laws of Nature.
Let the BCRF of our solar system represent an IRF K, and let K’ be any other IRF moving in uniform translation
relative to BCRF. We know that in BCRF, being a center of mass (CoM) reference frame, the total linear
momentum of all particles within the solar system will be zero, but not in any other IRF K’ which is in motion
relative to BCRF. Further, the total kinetic energy of all particles within the solar system will be a minimum in
BCRF, and not in any other IRF K’. Even though the magnitude of total kinetic energy and total momentum of
the solar system will be different in different IRF K’, it will be a unique minimum kinetic energy and zero
momentum only in the CoM reference frame K’. This fundamental difference between their total momentum and
total kinetic energies, becomes a distinguishing feature between IRF K and K’ and sets the reference frame K or
the CoM reference frame as the unique, preferred reference frame for our solar system.
Further, let us consider an inertial reference frame K’ moving with relative uniform velocity of 0.9 c with respect
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to BCRF. In BCRF, all planetary orbits around the sun are quite stable. At high speeds the dynamic mass,
representing total energy content, of a body increases significantly. From the K’ frame, the dynamic mass of the
sun and planets will be “seen” to be more than double due to the Lorentz gamma factor. With length contraction
only in the direction of relative motion, the planetary orbits as computed from K’ will tend to shrink and become
unstable. This drastic difference between the nature of planetary orbits as computed from BCRF and K’ shatters
the supposed equivalence of all IRF in relative motion.
2.2 Logical Flaw in the Second Postulate of SR
The second postulate of SR depicts an assumption that the speed of light propagation under vacuum conditions is
the same isotropic constant c in all IRF such as the ECI frame. It is well known from Maxwell’s theory that the
speed of light propagation, under vacuum conditions, depends on the permittivity ε0 and permeability μ0 of the
physical space. Since permittivity and permeability are properties of the physical space, the speed of light in
vacuum is also a property of physical space and cannot be derived from the metric properties of coordinate space
(Sandhu, 2009). For example, in the case of a homogeneous and isotropic material medium, when the speed of
sound or pressure waves depend on the physical properties of that medium, that speed of such wave propagation
is always defined with respect to a reference frame at rest in that medium. In the same way, when the speed of
light wave propagation in physical space depend on its physical properties, that speed of light wave propagation
is always defined with respect to a reference frame at rest or fixed in physical space. Hence the speed c of light
propagation in physical space can be an isotropic constant only with respect to an absolute reference frame.
Therefore, it is wrong to assume light speed isotropy in all IRF in relative motion.
To comply with the assumption of light speed isotropy in all IRF, the notion of time as an absolute measure of
change has been sacrificed in SR, leading to the notions of relativistic time and consequent length contractions.
According to SR, the time interval dt of a standard atomic clock and a length segment dx of a standard meter rod,
will be seen to be different in each of the infinitely many IRF in relative motion. However, the notions of length
contraction and time dilation are not physical but hypothetical remote observation effects, resulting from
measurements made by fictitious observers from abstract IRF in relative motion. A rod of length L0 at rest in
BCRF will be found to be of shorter length L when hypothetically measured in an IRF K’ moving parallel to the
length of the rod. We say “hypothetically measured” because as per the prescribed method of measurement, the
measuring rods are supposed to be carried in the moving IRF K’ while the rod to be measured is located in the
BCRF, and the measurements are to be carried out through exchange of light signals. Practically it is impossible
to carry out such measurements.
Further, to elaborate the fictitious nature of length contraction, consider a thin spherical glass shell which is sure
to break if compressed or deformed from outside. As per SR, when such a glass shell is viewed from a moving
IRF, the diameter of glass shell is supposed to get contracted in the direction of relative motion but the shell will
not physically break. That is because the shell cannot undergo any physical change just because of its being
viewed by observers in motion. This confirms that not only the notion of length contraction is fictitious but the
basic assumption of light speed isotropy, in all IRF in relative motion, is also wrong.
2.3 Logical Flaw in the Concept of Curved Spacetime
Relativity has extended the notion of three dimensional (3D) coordinate space to 4D spacetime to facilitate
geometrical representations of gravitational trajectories. The invariance of a spacetime interval with respect to
Lorentz transformations is fundamentally dependent on the assumption of light speed isotropy in all IRF. As such
the use of a 4D spacetime continuum as a geometric background, with invariance of spacetime interval, is simply
a mathematical abstraction representing the light speed isotropy in all IRF. Such abstraction is justified as long as
we are dealing with mathematical models of a physical situation, such as the assumed isotropy of light speed in
all IRF. But in the geometric interpretation of Gravitation, where matter physically influences the metric and
hence the curvature of spacetime, the 4D spacetime continuum is implied to be a physical entity. Fundamentally,
the matter as a physical entity cannot influence an abstract geometric construct.
If we don’t assume the spacetime continuum to be a physical entity, then the General theory of Relativity (GR)
can no longer provide a theory of gravitation. In that case the 4D curved spacetime of GR just represents an
abstract geometric construct, with differential scale four dimensional coordinate system used to model the
gravitational trajectories of particles as geodesic curves. That is, without assuming the spacetime continuum to
be a physical entity, GR reduces to an abstract mathematical model for computing gravitational trajectories and
associated analytical studies. But to elevate this mathematical model to the status of a theory of gravitation,
providing foundational basis for the phenomenon of gravitation, Einstein had to assume the spacetime continuum
to be a physical entity which could even be deformed and curved. Albert Einstein had asserted in a matter of fact
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way (Einstein, 1916), “the world in which we live is a four-dimensional spacetime continuum.” Broadly GR
implies that, “mass curves spacetime, and spacetime tells the mass how to move.” The spacetime continuum of
GR is not a Euclidean Continuum with uniform scale coordinate system. The Riemannian 3D space of GR is
defined to be a deformable space which is generally perceived as curved space. However, Sandhu (2011a) has
shown that the 4D spacetime of GR is not a physical entity but just an abstract mathematical construct with
differential scale coordinate system.
3. Time and Its Measurement
Time is what we measure with clocks—all sorts of clocks. All natural phenomena in the Universe are
intrinsically dynamic with a dominant feature of continuous change. Observable changes may be random,
monotonic or cyclic. For cyclic changes, suppose when parameter “a” goes through Na cycles of change,
parameter “d” goes through Nd cycles. We can then compare the two sets of changes by saying that while
parameter “a” completes one cycle, parameter “d” completes (Nd/Na) cycles. And this comparison between
different sets of changes gives rise to the notion of comparatively slow or fast changes and hence to the notion of
time as a measure of rate of change (Sandhu, 2009). In Nature, there are a large number of physical processes,
which undergo cyclic changes. Depending on the consistency of such cyclic changes and the convenience of
their measurement, we may select any one of them as our reference scale for relative measurement of change or
the reference scale for time. The angular position of a planet in orbit around the Sun, the rotational motion of
earth, the position of a pendulum oscillating about a mean, the vibrations of many mechanical and
electro-magnetic systems are all examples of physical processes that undergo cyclic changes. Any such system
or process could be adopted as a reference scale for relative measurement of change or measurement of Time.
3.1 The Clock
However, the most important aspect of the measure of time is that any specific time interval “dt” between two
sequential events consists of the elapsed number of cyclic oscillation periods of the reference time scale adopted.
A clock is the device that counts or sums up all such elapsed number of oscillation periods of the reference time
scale. Modern precision clocks are characterized by their highly consistent electronic oscillations or frequency
and a precision counter that sums up such oscillation cycles from some specified zero reference. Two precision
clocks can be regarded as identical if their characteristic frequencies match exactly and are expected to remain
matched over their service life. Modern precision atomic clocks measure any specific time interval “dt” by
summing up or counting their characteristic electronic oscillations during that interval.
A given clock can be simultaneously regarded as located in the Earth Centered Earth Fixed (ECEF) reference
frame, ECI frame, BCRF and the Universal reference frame. Any such clock has no in-built mechanism or sensor
to automatically sense its position or velocity in any of the arbitrarily defined coordinate reference frames. As
such, no clock can sense its change in position or velocity in any of the arbitrarily defined coordinate reference
frames. Hence, the frequency and displayed time of all precision atomic clocks, located within the ECI frame,
are completely independent of their position and velocity in the ECI frame. Further, the precision timing readings
and comparisons of modern atomic clocks are digitally recorded on co-located computers and then transferred or
distributed to different users or observers through telecommunication links. It is during this time transfer or
distribution through telecommunication links that we make use of the assumption that the speed of light (or EM
waves) is an isotropic constant in the ECI reference frame under vacuum conditions.
3.2 Absolute and Relativistic Time
Since the frequency and displayed time of all precision atomic clocks, located within the ECI or any other IRF,
are completely independent of their position and velocity in that frame, the time measured by these physical or
real clocks is the Newtonian absolute time. That is, the absolute time as measured by all precision atomic clocks
is completely independent of their position or velocity in any reference frame. On the other hand, Albert Einstein
introduced a different notion of time in his 1905 paper (Einstein, 1905), “…We have not defined a common ‘time’
for A and B, for the latter cannot be defined at all unless we establish by definition that the ‘time’ required by
light to travel from A to B equals the ‘time’ it requires to travel from B to A”. The “common time” thus defined in
SR is not the absolute but relativistic time and this definition formed the basis for Einstein synchronization
convention or simply the “e-synchronization” of clocks. This arbitrary definition of “common” or relativistic
time constitutes a fundamental departure from the Newtonian notion of absolute time. Of course, this departure
was required to support the assumed isotropy of light speed c in all IRF. When the clocks at two spatially
separated points A and B are adjusted or set to the relativistic time, it will ensure that the time interval measured
for the light to travel from A to B will be equal to the time interval measured for the light to travel from B to A.
In other words, if a group of identical clocks are adjusted or set to the relativistic time then the light speed
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measured with such clocks will always be isotropic. Reversing the argument, if precision time of a standard
clock is distributed to a group of identical clocks through light (or EM) signals by assuming light speed isotropy
in the chosen reference frame, then the time thus transferred to these clocks will be relativistic time and not the
absolute time.
The distinction between absolute time and relativistic time is often missed. Whenever the word “time” occurs in
discussions or analysis, the opponents of Relativity always take it as the Newtonian “absolute time” because
physical clocks inherently measure absolute time, but the supporters of Relativity always take it as the relativistic
time because the notion of absolute time does not exist in Relativity. The notion of “time” used in Lorentz
transformations is always the relativistic time. Since the relativistic time and e-synchronization of two precision
clocks will change with change in their state of motion, most Relativity supporters have mistakenly come to
believe that the inherent time displayed by the precision clocks (i.e. the absolute time) will also change with
change in their state of motion. However, the underlying reason behind this mistaken belief is that the notion of
“clock” used in all thought experiments of Relativity, is not that of a physical clock but that of a hypothetical
clock which automatically adjusts itself to relativistic time with change in its position or velocity. Thus the
erroneous belief that the inherent time displayed by physical clocks will change with change in their state of
motion with respect to an observer, is based on the mix-up between the notions of relativistic and absolute time.
None of the physical clocks have any built-in sensor to detect its speed with respect to an arbitrarily defined IRF,
like ECI or BCRF. Not to speak of a precision clock, even the 21st century sophisticated cutting edge technology
is unable to develop any sensor for fitment in a spaceship, which could measure the speed of the spaceship in
deep space, with respect to an arbitrarily defined IRF like ECI or BCRF. Even if some clocks are somehow
blessed with a “sixth sense” and know their speed with respect to an arbitrarily defined IRF, then such clocks
must include a sort of feed-back control mechanism in their basic design for adjusting their frequency based on
the feed-back parameter of speed. But such a feedback control mechanism is never incorporated in the design of
any physical clock. As such any physical clock cannot adjust its frequency or phase, proportional to its speed
with respect to an arbitrary IRF like ECI or BCRF.
4. Synchronization
When the frequency and phase or displayed time of two or more precision atomic clocks are matched or adjusted
to match exactly in close-by position, the clocks are said to be in absolute synchronization. Since the time and
frequency of any precision atomic clock is completely independent of their state of motion or velocity in any
chosen reference frame, the absolute synchronization of two or more clocks will not be disturbed by any change
in their state of motion. Therefore, when two or more precision atomic clocks are in absolute synchronization,
they will display absolute time, regardless of their state of motion with respect to any observer. However,
according to the arbitrary definition of “common time”, when the displayed time of two spatially separated
precision atomic clocks is adjusted to ensure that the to and fro propagation time of light signal between them
will be measured to be the same, the two clocks are said to be synchronized under Einstein convention or simply
e-synchronized.
The word “synchronization” is often used in two different connotations. The supporters of Relativity always use
the word “synchronization” to imply e-synchronization of two or more clocks whereas the opponents of
Relativity always use the word “synchronization” to imply absolute synchronization of two or more clocks.
When two or more identical precision clocks are synchronized in close-by position, they will retain their absolute
synchronization even when they are moved to different locations or moved at different relative velocities. That is,
just as the “time and frequency” of individual precision clocks is independent of their state of motion, the
absolute synchronization of two or more identical precision clocks is also independent of the state of their
motion. However, when two or more identical precision clocks are once e-synchronized in one position, their
e-synchronization will not be retained when they are moved to different locations or moved at different relative
velocities. That is, the relativistic time displayed by two or more e-synchronized clocks will not remain
independent of their state of motion.
4.1 E-Synchronization Process
Since the speed of light in vacuum is a property of physical space, it can be an isotropic constant only with
respect to an absolute reference frame. Consider a line segment AB of length D, moving in the absolute reference
frame at velocity Uab along AB. The time taken by a light pulse to propagate from point A to B (Tab), for Uab<<c
(in which case powers of Uab/c can be neglected), is
Tab = D/(c－Uab) = D/c＋D.Uab/c2.
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Similarly, if Tba is the time taken by a pulse of light to propagate from point B to A, then,
Tba = D/(c＋Uab) = D/c－D.Uab/c2

(2)

From Equations (1) and (2), it can be shown that,
Uab/c = (Tab－Tba)/(Tab＋Tba)

(3)

When a line segment AB is moving with absolute velocity Uab along AB, a signal pulse will take longer to
propagate from the trailing end (A) to the leading end (B) but will take shorter time from B to A. Equation (3)
shows that the absolute velocity Uab can be measured by measuring the to and fro pulse propagation times
between points A and B. Sandhu (2010) has established the feasibility of a doable experiment for detection of
absolute motion on this basis. To meet the requirements of Einstein’s arbitrary definition of common time, the
clocks A and B will have to be adjusted or “synchronized” in such a way that the leading end clock (B) is set to
lag behind the trailing end clock by D.Uab/c2. That is, when the instantaneous time reading on clock A is ta the
corresponding reading on clock B will be,
tb = (ta－D.Uab/c2)

(4)

When a light pulse emitted from A at an instant ta, reaches B in time Tab, the clock time at B (Tb) will be,
Tb = tb＋Tab = (ta－D.Uab/c2)＋Tab
= (ta－D.Uab/c2)＋D/c＋D.Uab/c2 = ta＋D/c

(5)

With such an adjustment or “e-synchronization” of clocks, the measured pulse propagation time from A to B
(Tb-ta) will become D/c. Similarly, when the reading on clock A is ta and the corresponding reading on clock B is
tb = (ta－D.Uab/c2), let a pulse of light be emitted from B towards A. The pulse will reach A in time Tba (Equation
2) when the clock reading on clock A is Ta’.
Ta’ = ta＋Tba = ta＋D/c－D.Uab/c2
= (ta－D.Uab/c2)＋D/c = tb＋D/c

(6)

The measured pulse propagation time from B to A (Ta’–tb) will therefore become D/c. This shows that with such
an adjustment or e-synchronization of the two clocks, the measured pulse propagation time from A to B will
always be equal to the measured pulse propagation time from B to A. This is the main characteristic of
e-synchronization in SR. In contrast, two identical clocks synchronized in close-by position will retain their
absolute synchronization. But when the clocks, separated by distance D, are e-synchronized through time
transfer by assuming an isotropic light speed, the clocks get synchronized for relativistic time in which the
leading end clock (B) gets set to lag behind the trailing end clock by D.Uab/c2.
4.2 Lorentz Transformation for Time
Let us consider an inertial reference frame in which the speed of light is known to be an isotropic constant under
vacuum conditions and designate it as fixed frame K. Let an observer O use a Cartesian coordinate system (X, Y,
Z) fixed in frame K. Let t denote the instantaneous time on all clocks in frame K that are in absolute
synchronization. Let a line segment AB, aligned along X-axis, move in frame K with a velocity Uab = v, along
AB or positive X-axis. Let another observer O’ moving with the line segment AB, use an inertial reference frame
K’ with a Cartesian coordinate system (X’, Y’, Z’) such that X and X’ axes are collinear. Let the origin of the two
coordinate systems (X, Y, Z) and (X’, Y’, Z’) coincide at an instant when t0 = t’0 = 0. At another instant of time t,
let the x coordinate of point A be xa and that of point B be xb such that xb－xa = AB = D. In this so called
standard configuration, Lorentz transformation for relativistic time t’ in moving frame K’ for points A and B, for
v << c (in which case powers of v/c can be neglected), will be given by,
ta’ = t－xa.v/c2

(7)

2

(8)

tb’ = t－xb.v/c

That is, when the instantaneous time on clocks in fixed reference frame K is t, the corresponding time for the
clocks located on the line segment AB in the moving frame K’ is given by Lorentz transformation for time, as a
function of their instantaneous location x and velocity v. Subtracting Equation (7) from (8), the difference in
relativistic time t’ between the clocks A and B is given by,
tb’ －ta’ = －(xb－xa).v/c2 = －D.v/c2
Or,

tb’ = ta’－D.v/c2

(9)

This result is identical to the one given by Equation (4), which implies that when a line segment AB of length D
is in motion at velocity v along AB, the leading end clock B lags in time reading by D.v/c2 with respect to the
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trailing end clock A. As shown above, this is the requirement of e-synchronization of clocks to ensure that the
measured pulse propagation time from A to B will always be equal to the measured pulse propagation time from
B to A. Therefore, the Lorentz transformation provides a convenient method of computing the relativistic time
for clocks in a moving reference frame K’. When all clocks in a moving reference frame K’ are somehow set to
or adjusted to the relativistic time obtained from Lorentz transformation for time, the speed of light measured
with such clocks will always be found to be isotropic in that frame.
However, there is a major ambiguity in actually setting or adjusting the clocks in frame K’ to the relativistic time
given by Lorentz transformation. As seen above, physical clocks which inherently measure absolute time, cannot
automatically adjust themselves to display relativistic time when in motion. Since some supporters of Relativity
believe that all clocks in moving reference frame K’ automatically get set to the relativistic time given by
Lorentz transformation, it implies that the clocks used in thought experiments of Relativity are hypothetical
clocks. On the other hand, some supporters of Relativity do believe that physical clocks do not experience any
adjustment or change in their instantaneous time readings in any reference frame. It is only an observational
effect of Relativity that an observer in fixed frame K will somehow read or observe the relativistic time on the
clocks in moving frame K’ in accordance with the predictions of Lorentz transformation. In reality, however,
there is neither any automatic adjustment of clock readings to relativistic time nor any magical observational
effect in which instantaneous clock readings are seen to be relativistic by an observer in relative motion. Lorentz
transformation merely implies that if the instantaneous time readings of clocks in a moving reference frame K’
are somehow set to the relativistic values given by the transformation, then the speed of light measured with
these clocks in frame K’ will be found to be isotropic.
Practically, of course, there is just one method of setting or adjusting the instantaneous time readings of clocks in
moving frame K’ to the relativistic time values. That is by distributing the instantaneous time of a reference
clock to all other clocks in frame K’ by assuming the isotropy of light speed in the moving frame K’. Obviously,
when we transfer the instantaneous time of a reference clock to any other clock in the moving frame through
light (or EM) signals on the assumption of isotropy of light speed, the light speed measured with such clocks,
under vacuum conditions, will always be found to be isotropic. Hence the time transferred to the clocks in
moving frame K’, on the assumption of light speed isotropy in K’, will always be e-synchronous or relativistic. If
the vacuum speed of light is measured with absolute synchronized clocks using absolute time, it will be found to
be anisotropic in the ECI frame. Of course, Relativity does not use absolute time or absolute synchronization of
precision clocks; that is why the anisotropy of light speed in the ECI frame cannot be detected or measured by
using the Relativity model. However, the most important distinguishing feature here is that the physical precision
atomic clocks inherently measure the absolute time and not the relativistic time.
5. Time Transfer through Satellite Communication
Sandhu (2012) has shown that when two clocks A and B are synchronized through a GPS satellite in common
view mode, by assuming an isotropic speed of light propagations in ECI frame, their synchronization is
equivalent to e-synchronization. Therefore, when we synchronize two or more clocks through satellite
communication, by assuming light speed isotropy in ECI frame, they get e-synchronized to display relativistic
time. In contrast, two identical clocks synchronized in close-by position attain absolute synchronization and
display absolute time. In essence, the time distributed through satellite links, on the assumption of isotropy of
light speed in the ECI frame, is the relativistic time and not the absolute time. Inherently all clocks measure the
absolute time, until and unless specifically adjusted or e-synchronized to display relativistic time.
Consider two national Timing Labs which are regularly conducting clock comparisons through GPS satellites
and designate them as Lab A and Lab B. Let the separation distance between the two Labs, with calibrated
position coordinates, be D and let U be the absolute velocity vector (unknown) of the earth. Let the UTC time
maintained at the two Labs, with their primary standard Cesium atomic clocks, be TUTC(A) and TUTC(B). In the
normal process of conducting clock comparisons through GPS satellites in common view mode, Labs record
their measurement data in CGGTTS format. The CGGTTS data format (Weiss & Thomas, 1994) at the recording
Labs contains information regarding satellite number (PRN) and the satellite track time (STTIME). After
accounting for the estimated signal propagation delays and the propagation time for the known distance between
the satellite and the receiver (with assumed isotropy of light speed), normal time difference (REFGPS) between
the laboratory reference clock (TUTC) and the satellite GPS time (TGPS) is recorded as,
REFGPS(A) = TUTC(A)－TGPS

(10)

REFGPS(B) = TUTC(B)－TGPS

(11)

The recorded timing data in CGGTTS format can be periodically exchanged between the recording Labs to
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compute the normal synchronization offset for a common PRN and STTIME as,
REFGPS(A)－REFGPS(B) = TUTC(A)－TUTC(B)

(12)

A zero value of this synchronization offset will imply e-synchronization between the master clocks at A and B
Labs. But when the clocks are e-synchronized by assuming an isotropic light speed, the clocks get synchronized
for relativistic time in which the leading end clock gets set to lag behind the trailing end clock by D.U/c2. The
absolute synchronization offset between the master clocks at two distant timing Labs can be physically measured
with an appropriate portable clock and such measurements can in fact be used to determine the unknown
absolute velocity vector U of earth. On this basis a simple doable experiment has been proposed in a recent paper
(Sandhu, 2012) titled, “Detection of absolute motion through measurement of synchronization offsets”. By
incorporating the absolute velocity vector U in the time transfer software, we can account for the anisotropic
speed of light in the ECI reference frame and thereby ensure the distribution of absolute time to different clocks
all over the globe.
Since the reference clock time is distributed to GPS satellites through telecom links by assuming the isotropy of
light speed in the ECI frame, the GPS system time thus distributed is also a relativistic time and not the absolute
time. The OPERA Collaboration (2011) measured the neutrino velocity over a known baseline of about 730 km.
At CERN, the accelerator chain was time stamped with UTC time obtained from GPS receiver XL-DC, whereas
a GPS receiver ESAT-2000 provided the UTC time at LNGS. In July 2007, the synchronization mismatch
between CERN and LNGS clocks, measured with a portable atomic clock, was found to be about 424 ns. In
2008, two new PolaRx2e GPS receivers, with Cesium clocks, were installed as additional systems at CERN and
LNGS to correct the purported erratic behavior of the two old GPS systems. The PolaRx2e receivers are geodetic
time receivers with an accuracy of one ns. In the LNGS and CERN timing system, the PolaRx2e receivers were
used to correlate the CERN system time TUTC(C) with the OPERA time TUTC(G). The difference between TUTC(C)
and TUTC(G) represented the synchronization mismatch between the system times of CERN and LNGS, each of
which was independently synchronized to the common GPS system time. However, as shown at figure 9.1 of the
PhD Thesis of Brunetti (2011), the OPERA event times are being corrected for the synchronization mismatch of
the order of 240 ns between CERN and LNGS. Such an high order of synchronization mismatch between the
UTC times at CERN and LNGS, with diurnal fluctuations of about 60 ns, presented clear evidence of an absolute
synchronization mismatch between the two GPS receivers located at the ends of a long baseline.
6. UTC Maintained by Global Timing Labs
The International Atomic Time (TAI) and UTC are maintained at BIPM by using weighted averages of clock
comparison data from some two hundred atomic clocks in over seventy national metrology institutes or Timing
Labs. Many different methods for clock comparisons are currently in operation, including GPS common view,
two-way satellite time and frequency transfer (TWSTFT) and some combined time links. The clock comparisons
that provide the data for the calculation of TAI and UTC are mainly carried out using GPS and TWSTFT.
Physical realizations of UTC(k) are maintained in national Timing Labs contributing with their clock data to the
BIPM. In the process of maintaining UTC(k), each Lab records clock offsets between UTC(k) and the GPS time
in CGGTTS file format as REFGPS(k), and sends about 90 such records to BIPM every day. The difference
between simultaneous measurements (common STTIME) from two locations (Labs A and B), with a common
view satellite (common PRN), determine the clock offsets between two participating Labs as, [REFGPS(A)－
REFGPS(B)]. Near zero value of such clock offsets implies a synchronous matching of the master clock time (or
phase) at the two Labs.
However, the ambiguity in the notion of “synchronous matching”, whether it means absolute synchronization or
e-synchronization, becomes a source of error in the current methods of time transfer. The time distributed to the
global set of Timing Labs through satellite communication, with the assumed isotropy of light speed in ECI
frame, is relativistic time and not absolute time. By minimizing the clock offsets [REFGPS(A)－REFGPS(B)]
between two participating Labs A and B, to the inherent noise level of the distribution system, only the time (or
phase) of the master clocks gets adjusted to the relativistic time without affecting the inherent frequency of these
clocks. Currently, the atomic frequency standards have achieved unprecedented stability and accuracy, and
further advances in this field are not hampered by the distribution of relativistic time to the global Timing Labs.
The ensemble of primary frequency standards are statistically consistent and the frequency uncertainty of TAI is
approximately 3×10–16. Therefore, in spite of the current distribution of relativistic time to the global Timing
Labs under assumed isotropy of light speed in ECI frame, the stability and accuracy of primary and secondary
frequency standards continues to be improved steadily. During the past decade very significant advances have
been made in the field of optical frequency metrology, concerning both ultra-stable optical frequency standards
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as well as the means to compare frequencies locally using the optical comb technique. The stabilities of time and
frequency transfer techniques currently and routinely used for clock comparisons around the world, are
insufficient for comparisons between the best optical frequency standards (CCTF-19, 2012).
Even though the frequency of various primary frequency standards is highly stable and accurate, the relativistic
time distributed to and maintained at the master clocks of global Timing Labs, UTC(k), cannot be said to be
equally stable and accurate. Due to existing mix up between the notions of relativistic and absolute time, the
relativistic time maintained at the global Timing Labs is normally referred as “time” and de-facto treated as
absolute time. Therefore, the inherent difference between the relativistic and absolute times manifests itself as
the inaccuracy or error in UTC(k) maintained at the global Timing Labs. This error can be easily verified by
physically comparing the UTC(k1) and UTC(k2) of two distant Timing Labs with a portable precision atomic
clock, which is likely to show a mismatch of the order of a few hundred nanoseconds.
However, the error in UTC(k) maintained at various Timing Labs is much more deep rooted than the simple
ambiguity between the notions of relativistic and absolute time. We had to assume the isotropy of speed of light
in ECI frame for want of any alternative. Since the Relativity model had been developed on the assumption of
isotropy of light speed in all IRF, perforce we had to adopt the Relativity model, with all associated implications,
wherever we had to assume the isotropy of light speed. By adopting the Relativity model, we had to discard the
notions of absolute time and absolute synchronization in favor of relativistic time and e-synchronization. Further,
implicitly we applied the notions of hypothetical clocks used in thought experiments of Relativity to the physical
precision atomic clocks developed much after the advent of Relativity model. As such some supporters of
Relativity tend to believe that due to relativistic effects, the time and frequency of real physical clocks also varies
with change of their state of motion just as the time and frequency of hypothetical clocks varies in thought
experiments of Relativity. Basically the time and frequency of a real physical portable atomic clock are
independent of its position and velocity and hence the measurements made with a portable clock are valid and
true. Hence any discrepancy in UTC(k) maintained at various Timing Labs, measured with a portable clock can
be attributed to the anisotropy of light speed in ECI frame.
7. Conclusion
Relativity model is essentially founded on the light speed isotropy in all inertial reference frames and specifically
in the ECI frame. Modern precision atomic clocks are characterized by their highly consistent electronic
oscillations or frequency and a precision counter sums up such oscillation cycles to measure time. Since no
physical clock can sense its change in position or velocity in any coordinate reference frame, the frequency and
time of all precision atomic clocks are completely independent of their position and velocity. Hence, the absolute
time as inherently measured by all precision atomic clocks, is completely independent of their position or
velocity. The relativistic time is arbitrarily defined in SR such that the speed of light will always be measured to
be isotropic in an IRF when the clocks are set to the relativistic time for that IRF. The relativistic time must
change with change in position or velocity of the clocks in order to ensure isotropy of light speed in all IRF when
measured with such clocks. Whereas in thought experiments of SR the clocks are assumed to automatically get
adjusted to the relativistic time, real physical clocks can only be set to relativistic time through the process of
e-synchronization.
Under the assumed isotropy of light speed in ECI frame, relativistic time gets distributed to the global Timing
Labs by e-synchronous time transfer through satellite communication, whereas the aim was to distribute an
absolute time. The absolute synchronization mismatch between two e-synchronized clocks is given by the
relation (D.U)/c2, where D is the separation distance (vector) between the two clocks and U is the absolute
velocity vector (unknown) of the earth. This absolute synchronization offset between the master clocks at two
distant timing Labs can be physically measured with an appropriate portable clock and such measurements can
in fact be used to determine the unknown absolute velocity U of earth (Sandhu, 2012). After establishing the
absolute velocity vector U of earth in the absolute or universal reference frame, we can easily account for the
light speed anisotropy in ECI reference frame.
Consultative Committee for Time and Frequency (CCTF-19, 2012) in its 19th meeting in September 2012, has
recommended that all concerned agencies must actively encourage and support research aimed at significantly
improving time and frequency transfer over intercontinental distances. For this it is absolutely necessary to,


Clearly distinguish between the notions of relativistic and absolute time.



Measure the absolute velocity of earth in the universal reference frame.



Account for the anisotropic speed of light in ECI reference frame.
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Thereafter, it will be possible to transfer the absolute time from highly stable and accurate primary frequency
standards to the master clocks of global Timing Labs through satellite communication. With that, it should be
possible to achieve absolute synchronization in space clocks and maintain absolute time in deep space flights.
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